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Serene Seating
FurnitureBrands Builder Services
Emily Winkelmann, designer
303.763.0077 | furniturebrands.com
Dinnertime in this space is elegant yet casual. A neutral palette with
a gray-washed wood table and cream-colored upholstered chairs create a serene
background for family and great food. “My inspiration comes from my travels,
especially the ocean,” says Winkelmann. “To me, the ocean has amazing serenity
and texture from which I derived my color scheme. While there is merely a simple
pop of color in the wall covering, the room is layered with textures that give the
space depth and warmth.”
Contemporary light fixtures and a fresh take on the traditional dining chair
oﬀer a transitional style that blends seamlessly with the industrial-style staircase
delineating on the space.

Resources: Lighting by Urban Lights | urbanlightsdenver.com, Drexel Heritage
table, Hickory Chair dining chairs and accessories by FurnitureBrands Builder
Services | furniturebrands.com
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Cozy Contradiction
Designwright Studios | Mary Wright, designer
303.918.0032 | designwrightstudios.com
K Studios | Kimberley Jamerson, designer
303.355.5876 | kstudiosdesign.com
The living space is a study in contradiction. The open space with high ceilings
is quaint and cozy. The sleek, shiny gray walls and ceiling are juxtaposed against the
rough, natural stone fireplace. Contemporary furnishings contrast the natural, earthy
elements.
“The luscious palette of soft grays and ivory are present in the fabrics of the
plush sectional, fur throw and pillows,” says Wright. “This creates the backdrop for
color accents of chartreuse, mixed with cool blues and greens in the rug.”

Resources: Art by Ann Benson Reidy | annbensonreidy.com, Sofa by
Designwright Studios Fine Furniture | designwrightstudios.com
Console by DecorAsian | decorasianstyle.com, Rug by Shaver-Ramsey
shaver-ramsey.com Sofa Pillows by John Brooks | johnbrooksinc.com Lighting by
Urban Lights | urbanlightsdenver.com All other furnishings and accessories by
TOWN | townstudio.com and Castles Home Décor | castlesinteriors.com
denverlifemagazine.com
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